
Intermediate Waltzing for Country Dancers 
With Tim and Paula, CCDS 2018 
Class 3 – Scandinavian Waltz, Crossed-Hands Variations 
 
Scandinavian Vals 
Many dancers use the same arm hold as for a hambo: Lead’s LH on Follow’s R upper arm, RH around her 
back.  Follow’s LH on Lead’s shoulder, RH inside on his upper arm.  Other dancers may use a shoulder-
shoulder hold or a ballroom hold. 
 
Tempos are quick, so steps are small.  The waltz has a bouncy feel; the svekt (rise and fall) is down, up, 
normal. In general: 

1) Step on 1st foot (Lead LF, Follow RF) with a slight bend of the knee;  
2) Close 2nd foot to 1st with weight, extending the legs and rising slightly onto balls of feet;  
3) Step on 1st foot again and lower heels to floor. 

 
For turning waltz, many dancers use the traditional waltz turn (see class 2): turn-side-close.  Other 
dancers use a two-step turn: side-close-turn. 
 
For Tyrolean waltz, do 4 bars of open waltz in waist-shoulder position, followed by 4 bars of turning 
waltz. The open waltz is step-close-close, so it doesn’t travel much. 
 
Other common variations are: pursuit (backing the lady), open promenade (see class 1), and left-turning 
waltz. Twirls and other swing moves are rare. 
 
Crossed-Hands Variations 
Shadow position is also called Cape, Sweetheart or Varsouvienne position. 
 
In (right-side) shadow position, both face forward, the follow on the lead’s right. His R arm is behind her 
back holding her RH just over her R shoulder. His LH is in front, holding her LH in front of his chest. Or 
the follow can be on the left, with lead’s L arm behind her back (left-side shadow position). But she 
doesn't like him behind her back! Hands are comfortably near her shoulders, RH in RH, LH in LH. Waltz-
walk straight forward.  Maintain a loose fingertip hold… don't grasp and crank. 
 
Skaters’ position, or skirt skaters’ position (to be more specific), is the same a shadow position, except 
the lead’s RH is on the follow’s R hip, instead of her shoulder.  Her RH is on his. 
 
These variations are also a fun and easy way to dance with a non-waltzer, just walking around the dance 
floor. 
 
ENTRANCES 
1) From rotary waltz, open up to face LOD on 4-5-6.  With his LH, the Lead releases the Follow’s RH and 
catches her LH. He slides his RH from the Follow’s back to her R shoulder for shadow position or to her R 
hip for skaters’ position. She feels where his hand is and puts her RH there. 
 
2) From promenade or rotary waltz, simply lead a follow's UAT into shadow. He stays in the inside lane 
and leads her into an UAT. Make sure she is in the outside lane when she turns under. Change hands 
over the top of her head (count 2) and catch her free LH as it comes around (count 3). 
 



EXITS 
1) From shadow or skaters’ position, lead an underarm turn on 4-5-6. Drop the follow’s LH on your R 
shoulder at the end of the twirl and take her RH with your LH. 
2) Lead a free spin on 4-5-6.  Catch the follow in waltz position. 
 
WHEEL 
In shadow position or skater’s, wheel around to the left or right.  It takes about six steps for a complete 
turn. 
 
SIDE SLIPS (AKA SIDE PASSES) 
Change sides.  The follow slips in front; the lead in back.  Both change lanes.  This takes about 3 steps. 
 
MIXMASTER AKA AROUND THE WORLD 
Bar 1: Starting in shadow or skaters’ position with the follow on the right, the lead raises LHs out over 
her head; she turns right to face back in reverse line of direction (RLOD) as he lowers RHs.  (Don't let go.) 
Bar 2: With his LH he leads her behind his back, around to his L side. He starts to lower the LHs and raise 
the RHs as he does this. 
Bar 3: Lead the follow to turn CW and cross back to the outside lane with little horizontal tug of the LH 
and a loop of the RH over her head. End in right-side shadow. 
 
Hint to leads: Make it easier for the follow by changing to the outside lane when she comes around 
behind your back and changing back to the inside lane when she rolls across in front of you. 
 
SINGLE WHOOSH 
Starting in left-side skaters’ or shadow position, you end in right-side skaters’ position. 
1-2-3: With a loop of Lead’s RH, twirl the Follow CCW 1 ½, releasing the LH.  The lead turns CCW ½ also, 
so they both face RLOD. As the Follow completes the twirl, Lead moves his RH to her waist. 
4-5-6: Lead scoops the Follow around, rotating CCW to face LOD. 
 
If starting in right-side skaters’ or shadow, do a side slip on 4-5-6 before continuing with the above. Or 
you can compress the side slip and twirl into one bar 1-2-3, followed by the scoop on 4-5-6. Try it! 
 
Experiment with other moves.  There are many, many possibilities! 
 

 


